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Thank you for downloading the
Crestron Home™ Driver.

If you have any questions don’t hesitate
to contact us, we are happy to help.

Contact us
drivers@digitalautomation.us

Visit us
www.digitalautomation.us
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RQ Bridge IPToSerial
Driver Summary

Crestron home will communicate with the ESI RQ Bridge hardware via Serial
communication. The RQ Bridge IPToSerial manages the communication between
the RQ Bridge drivers and the processor’s COMport.
This driver will not have any user functions when using the Crestron Home™ app. For
this reason, we recommend creating a room that will be hidden (In this case we’ll call
it rack) to add the RQ Bridge IPToSerial into Crestron Home™.
There will be only one RQ Bridge IPToserial driver instance per ESI RQ Bridge
hardware. It will manage a single COMport to communicate with the hardware but
can connect to multiple RQ Bridge drivers via IP communication. The RQ Bridge
drivers can not connect to the hardware without the RQ Bridge IPToSerial driver
implementation.

RQ Bridge
Driver Summary

The RQ Bridge driver is used to control the shades available in a room. There should
be one or more instances of the driver in each room with shades control. Multiple
driver instances can be added to different rooms, and they will be presented as
multiple tiles on the user interface.

The RQ Bridge drivers connect with the RQ Bridge IPToSerial driver via IP and not to
the hardware directly. Before it can work properly, each RQ Bridge driver must
connect to the RQ Bridge IPToSerial driver associated with the ESI RQ Bridge
hardware. Therefore, It is highly recommended that the RQ Bridge IPToserial is
implemented before the RQ Bridge drivers.

The ESI RQ Bridges identify the motors using 3 alphanumeric character addresses,
for example, xyz, XYZ, 0PX, AaA, or 6pP. The addresses are case-sensitive where the
address xyz is different than address XYZ.
The RQ motor addresses and shade names are entered using the format: XYZ-Name.
Where XYZ is the RQ motor address, and Name is the text displayed to the user. A
dash "-" separates the address and the shade name. A semicolon separates shade
motor entries. For example "XYZ-Name; C0N-Blackouts; C19-Shades". Invalid entries
are skipped. The address 000 means ALL units on the RQ bus not only on the room.
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The Shade integration can be configured in multiple different ways. For instance, all
the windows treatments can be configured to be under one tile, or the blackouts can
be configured under one tile and shades under a different tile to provide a different
user experience.

This driver comes with a 2-hour trial license. You can purchase a full license at
digitalautomation.us/product/esi-rq-bridge-crestron-home-driver
Only one full license is needed per Crestron Home processor to support multiple
RQ Bridge drivers
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RQ Bridge IPToSerial / Setup Instructions

1 - Launch the Crestron Home™ Setup app.

2 - Select “Step 2 - Pair Devices”.

3 - Select “Drivers”.
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4 - Select “Shades”.
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5 - “ESI” should now be an option, select “ESI”.

The RQ Bridge IPToserial and RQ Bridge will be on the list of drivers.
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Select the Rack room (or room where you will add the RQ Bridge IPToSerial Driver).
Add the RQ Bridge IPToSerial Driver by clicking the “+” button.

You will be prompted to type a name for the Gateway. You will also be asked
to select the COM port that will be used for communication to
the ESI RQ bridge hardware.
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After that, you will be asked for a TCP port. By default, the driver uses 64901. If multiple
ESI RQ Bridges IPToSerial drivers are implemented, then each one will need a unique
TCP port.

You’ll be prompted to enter the license code. By default, a 2-hour trial license is part
of the settings. Full license codes can be purchased on the Digital Automation
website. www.digitalautomation.us
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RQ Bridge / Setup Instructions

Select the room you want to add to the shades control. Press the RQ Bridge  “+” to
add an instance of the driver.
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Enter a descriptive name, The name field is the name that the RQ Bridge tile will
have in the user interface.

Under the TCP/IP Settings, use the loopback IP address 127.0.0.1 in the IP Address / Host
Name field. Enter the port used for the RQ Bridge IPToSerial driver instance. By default,
the IP Port is 64901. If multiple RQ Bridge IPToSerial driver instances are implemented,
make sure to match the port used by the RQ Bridge IPToSerial connecting to the
intended hardware.
“Requires Authentication” must not be checked. Leave it unchecked.
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The ESI RQ Bridges identify the motors using 3 alphanumeric character addresses,
for example, xyz, XYZ, 0PX, AaA, or 6pP. The addresses are case-sensitive where the
address xyz is different than address XYZ.
The RQ motor addresses and shade names are entered using the format: XYZ-Name.
Where XYZ is the RQ motor address, and Name is the text displayed to the user. A
dash "-" separates the address and the shade name. A semicolon separates shade
motor entries. For example "XYZ-Name; C0N-Blackouts; C19-Shades". Invalid entries
are skipped. The address 000 means ALL units on the RQ bus not only on the room
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User Experience

Once the installer configuration is complete, The Crestron Home™ app will have tiles
on the rooms as configured.

Once you tap on the new RQ Bridge tile, the user interface will switch to the shades
control panel.

The Shade selection will be displayed when the select shade button is selected.
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Press on a shade name to select the shade.
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Release Notes

Version 1.0.0 - Initial release
● Controls ESI RQ Bridges.

System Requirements and  Testing Environment

● Crestron Home v3.012.0125
● CH App v1.20.16+tr
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All product names, logos, brands, trademarks, and registered trademarks are the property of
their respective owners. All company, product, and service names used in this manual are for

identification purposes only. Use of these names, trademarks, and brands do not imply
endorsement.
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